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This case involves balancing competition and other public policy goals

Creation of public value 

• As a key part of the PSB system, the BBC plays a vital role

• It addresses market failures (e.g. positive social externalities) 
and generates wider cultural benefits

• It is funded by the licence fee 

The BBC makes a valuable contribution to people’s lives in the UK, but as a large publicly-
funded organisation it inevitably has an impact on competition in the wider UK media market

Potential impact on competition

• BBC may have a positive effect…

• …but risk that it ‘crowds out’ commercial activity

– BBC doesn’t need to make a commercial return

– May reduce potential audience for commercial rivals

– In turn, may undermine commercial rivals’ incentives 
to invest, to the detriment of consumers
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Government sets the regulatory framework for balancing these 
objectives, and Ofcom applies it

The regulatory framework for balancing these objectives is 
specified by the Government…

• Provides democratic legitimacy

• Process to regularly revisit these arrangements

…however, this framework is high level – detailed 
implementation and enforcement carried out by Ofcom

• Ofcom’s role is to hold the BBC to account: 

– monitor its performance

– protect competition

– uphold standards

Government sets the framework for how the BBC will be regulated and Ofcom’s role to protect 
competition, taking into account the BBC’s obligations
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How did Ofcom assess the BBC’s iPlayer proposals?

• To assess this, it’s helpful to understand what the proposals mean for consumers / citizens

– Helps compare between these two concepts

– Are consumers better or worse off?

– Focus on consumer outcomes (choice, quality, innovation)

In reaching a decision on the BBC iPlayer proposals, we had to determine whether the public 
value of the proposals justifies any adverse effects on fair and effective competition

• Weighing up likely effects of any proposal involves an exercise of judgment:

– Direct comparison of public value and competition risks unlikely

– Consider scale and likelihood of effects
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Ofcom’s analysis of take-up

Take-up modelling 

• We adopted a similar approach to the BBC:

– we used actual viewing data from iPlayer trial…

– …but we made different assumptions to the BBC 

– we estimated that iPlayer viewing would increase 
considerably compared to the counterfactual

As a first step, we assessed how viewing of BBC iPlayer would increase as a result of the proposals…

Source: Ofcom, BBC iPlayer Competition Assessment, Final Determination, 1 August 2019

BBC estimate: 27%
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Categories of activity

Ofcom’s analysis of substitution

Substitution

• We considered which categories of services audiences were 
likely to spend less time viewing

– we mainly used consumer survey evidence

• Direction of substitution is different to traditional 
competition analysis: 

– market definition asks about substitution away from 
the focal product…

– …while here we are interested in substitution to it

We then assessed where that extra viewing would come from…

Market definition X gets worse constraint from Y

BBC iPlayer case X gets better impact on Y

BVOD                                  SVOD & Pay-TV Linear (free-to-air)        Other AV
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Ofcom’s analysis of market impacts

The ‘crowding out’ concern is the main theory of harm we 
assessed 

• We can estimate the revenue impact on rivals but…

• …important to translate this into potential consumer harm –
thus we considered impact on rivals’ investment / viability

• The theory is unclear – so we looked at the evidence

– Wider market trends

– VOD is not novel

We then assessed the potential impact on competition of the BBC iPlayer proposals, focussing on the 
‘crowding out’ concern…

Source: Ampere Analysis, The UK VoD market: Current status and future developments, 2019
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Ofcom’s analysis of market impacts (continued)

Our conclusions on impact on investment

• SVOD services: investment incentives unlikely to be affected

– small decline in viewing (i.e. less than 1%)

– consumers unlikely to cancel their subscriptions

– global content investment strategies

• BVOD services: might be an impact on investment incentives 

– revenue reductions not trivial (e.g. up to 3%)

– ITV and Channel 5 could reduce ambition of their 
BVOD services in long-run

– Channel 4 could lower content investment

…we concluded that this crowding out concern represents an adverse impact on competition, as 
there could be an impact on BVODs’ incentives to invest
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Ofcom’s analysis of market impacts (continued)

Other potential competition concerns we assessed

• Whether allowing the BBC to put more content on iPlayer for longer could: 

– reduce availability of attractive BBC content to other VOD providers

– reduce the value of secondary rights in the UK

• Whether the BBC might unfairly favour BBC Studios when commissioning content

• Whether the BBC might restrict platforms’ access to iPlayer

We also assessed other potential competition concerns, but concluded no adverse impact on 
competition (AIC)
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Ofcom’s final determination

Our overall conclusions on the BBC iPlayer proposals:

• We considered there could be significant public value associated with the proposals

– meeting audience expectations, more choice over what/how/when they watch, access to more PSB content

– relevance of ‘net’ public value  

• We believed it likely there will be an adverse impact on competition (AIC)

– particularly in relation to BVOD services (as there could be some impact on their incentives to invest)

• Overall, we concluded that the public value of the proposals justifies the AIC we identified

Overall, we considered that the public value justifies the adverse impact on competition (AIC) 
and decided that the BBC may proceed with its iPlayer proposals, subject to conditions
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Wider lessons

• Government sets the framework within which regulators operate and how much discretion the regulator has

– Having clear goals was helpful

– Ofcom required to focus not only on competition, but also other public policy goals (e.g. in this case PSB objectives)

• Helpful to preserve degree of flexibility to allow regulatory thinking to evolve or deal with unexpected situations

– E.g. keep guidance sufficiently high level and flexible

• Can be helpful to link effects to consumer / citizen outcomes

– Is there a credible narrative that overall they’re being harmed?

Some of the issues considered when the current BBC regulatory framework was set up may 
have wider applicability


